IMAGE AND RITUAL: REFLECTIONS ON THE RELIGIOUS APPRECIATION OF CLASSICAL ART*
It is a cliche that most Greek art (indeed most ancient art) was religi Yet our histories of Classical art, having acknowledged this truism ignore the religious nuances and associations of images while focusin historical issues from style and form, or patronage and production aesthetics.2 In general, the emphasis on naturalism in classical art has tended to present it as divorced from what is perceived as the religious nature of post-Constantinian Christian art. The insulati Roman art from theological and ritual concerns has been collud historians of medieval images. Take for instance Ernst Kitzinge article entitled 'The Cult of Images in the Age before Iconoclasm'. and despite Kitzinger's willingness to situate Christian emperor wor context, this classic paper contains nothing on the Classical anc images, palladia and miracle-working icons in Christian art. There valiant exception (especially in recent years),' but in general it is fai religiousness of antiquity's religious art is skirted by the art historia experts on religion. ' It is clearly the case that religious ways of viewing images began over what may be described as more aesthetic (or even secular) respon culture of late antiquity." But, while the Second Sophistic produced impressive aesthetic celebrations of images ever composed in the anc also true that it simultaneou ritual, prophetic and magi To Artemidorus of Daldis statues of gods seen in dream interpreter, from the god important to be aware of made,9 of its position and c a dream. In effect, in order and precise visual memory, and cult images. What is particularly striki third centuries A.D. is tha viewing existed side by sid writer and sometimes in th from Aelius Aristides' speec in early 170 A.D. (Or. 34.28
In modelling and sculpture, by most magnificent statues, the on The Olympian Zeus, the Athe bronze one, and by Zeus, if unsurpassable skill of the craft Compare this with the fo composed during his retire Athena appeared with her aeg Athena of Phidias in Athens. it was like wax, and it too was standing before me, even from out to those who were present out and I named her Athena, sa out her aegis. They did not kno become delirious, until they saw I had heard from the goddess Those who profess to interpret signs bid us pay to meet our eye as we set forth to our busine to us will be of the same character as the even miseries is this drawing-unlawful love, sh recommend you to desist from this expedition Needless to say, despite the precautions awesome predictions come true. In the neglected series of descriptions of ancie century, we find a fusion of the ideals of 3.1, discussing the Eros of Praxiteles, as a Bronze gave expression to him, and as tho dominating god, it was itself subdued by Eros it became Eros just as he was.
Here, in a masterly rhetorical fusion of t the sacred identity of god and statue, C illusionism of the sculpture as part of Desire."1 My concern in this paper is not with the rhetorical alignment of aesthetic and religious discourses of art in the Second Sophistic, nor with full anthropology of ancient visions, dreams and functions of images, a subject well surveyed in the first part of Charly Clerc's book Les thdories relatives au culte des images chez les auteurs Grecs du lime siecle apres J.-C.14 Rather, I shall focus on one particular element of that anthropology-namely the use of images in religion and ritual. Clerc's excellent 11 See the discussion of S. Bartsch, (n. 7), pp. 40-79. 12 On this passage, see Bartsch (n. 7), pp. 65-9, 72-6, and S. Goldhill, Foucault's Virginity: Ancient Erotic Fiction and the History of Sexuality (Cambridge, 1995), pp. 71-2.
13 Compare Callistratus 10.1-2 where, after an elaborate opening which presents the power of Asclepius as dwelling within his statue, the orator reverses the conceit to imply that art, having the power to delineate character and to portray the god in an image of Paean 'even passes over into the god himself. Matter though it is, it gives forth divine intelligence, and though it is a work of human hands, it succeeds in doing what handicrafts cannot accomplish.' 14 In what follows I shall concentrate on three aspects of the relation of images and ritual in Pausanias.28 The first is the distinction of a ritual-centred language for art in Pausanias' work from what we might regard as a more conventionally connoisseurial or art-historical discourse. The second is where specific images are associated with unusual or remarkable rites, which occasion explicit discussion in the text. The third is where images themselves serve a ritual function. It is striking that, immediately before entering the Partheno devote a longish paragraph to a ritual associated with a statue temple. Indeed, he seems rather more interested in describing the than in the sculptures of the Parthenon (most of which he nev perhaps he can be accused of somewhat sketchy art history (by t of Greek sculpture in search of a rare glimpse of ancient autopsy the anthropologist of ancient religion with a most precise account at the altar of Zeus Polieus. Indeed, in the case of the two statues we might say that the ritual narrative of sacrifice constitutes a relating to the image from the art-historical. The first statue is d Leochares' (1.24.4), a famous sculptor of the mid fourth centur ancient art-historical legend both with the Mausoleum of Hali
Alexander.30 The second image, which is not linked to a famous a its title 'Polieus' and by its particular rites. At the very least, an religious appreciation of images are placed side by side. Moreover narrative of sacrificial action, it matters to Pausanias that barley b that it remain unguarded, that the priest who slays the ox should the axe rather than the man which is brought to trial and so fort not only a very specific selectivity about this particular ritual on th performed it, but also a deep sensitivity and inquisitiveness on th as participant and observer.32 32 As a compiler of local rituals Pausanias rates quite as highly as he of myths. On the latter theme (Pausanias as mythographer) see esp. V 13-14. For further examples of Pausanias' ritual precision, see 1.27.2-3 2.11.7-8 and 12.1 (on the image of Coronis and sacrificial practice at the at Titane); 2.35.5-8 (the festival of Chthonia at Hermione); 3.14.9-10 sacrifices at Sparta and Colophon); 5.13.2-3 (sacrificial rules at the Pelo a comparison with those at Pergamus on the river Caicus); 5.13.8-5.14.3 at the altar of Olympian Zeus); 5.15.10-11 (the monthly Elean sacrificial l at Olympia-whose order Pausanias follows in his description at 5.14.4-Pausanias emphasizes the entirety of t places the image of Zeus Polieus not wit and reception, or within an artist-centr form (like the kind of art history w Pausanias himself), but within a ritua repeatable process. One might speculat literary but still religiously meaningful the ritual-for instance the mixture of slaughter, the animal being bovine ra the Bouphonia, after all)-are clearly im number of priests involved in this sa perhaps not essential and could be varie whom we might expect to search out a is quite explicit about not going into narrative and this kind of viewing, ce Later in his description of the Acro There is also a building called the Erechtheum. Before the entrance is an altar of Zeus the Most High, on which they never sacrifice a living creature, but offer cakes, not being wont to use any wine either. Inside the entrance are altars, one to Poseidon, on which in obedience to an oracle they sacrifice also to Erechtheus, the second to the hero Boutes, and the third to Hephaestus. On the walls are paintings representing members of the clan Boutadae; there is also inside-the building is double-sea-water in a cistern. This is no great marvel, for other inland regions have similar wells, in particular Aphrodisias in Caria. But this cistern is remarkable for the noise of waves it sends forth when a south wind blows. On the rock is the outline of a trident. Legend says that these appeared as evidence in support of Poseidon's claim to the land.34
Whereas he fails to mention the Caryatids, Pausanias nonetheless focuses carefully on which foods cannot be offered at the altar of Zeus and on how the altar of Poseidon is shared by Erechtheus as a recipient of sacrifice. He is far from insensitive either to visual or architectural matters (he mentions both the paintings and the fact that the 'building is double'), but his focus is principally on ritual details, natural wonders or phenomena (the sea-water cistern, the sign of the trident) and their mythological causes in the ancient foundation myths of Athens. Note that this time Pausanias gives causes-the origins of natural wonders are not problematic in the way that the origins of ritual acts may be. Through myth, especially the link to In trying to construct a cultural history of ancient Greek art-of what images meant and how they were related to-we must look not only at the objects which survive or the ways such images were imagined in highly literary texts like the Imagines of Philostratus or the novels, but also at the religious reflexes of viewers like Pausanias. In this respect what matters is the stories that were told and believed about rituals, not the historicity of the claims about past events which Pausanias relates. Of course, Pausanias does offer a significant discourse of art history in a recognizable sense. There are hints in his text of an evolutionary account of the development of sculpture parallel to that of Pliny.35 There are frequent lengthy descriptions of important works of art, from programmes of painting and sculpture,36 to highly decorated objects like the chest of Cypselus at Olympia or the throne of Apollo at Amyclae,37 to the major cult statues.38 Some of these offer a marked aesthetic sensibility, as when he comments on Phidias' most celebrated statue (5.11.9):
I know the height and breadth of the Olympic Zeus have been measured and recorded, but I shall not praise those who made the measurements, for even their records fall short of the impression made by the sight of the image.
Moreover, Pausanias' very extensive exposure to ancient art of all periods and types elicits a series of connoisseurial observations hardly out of place in a traditional formalist art history. He frequently compares images as being alike and even by the same hand."9 In his discussion of the statues on the Athenian Acropolis, Pausanias distinguishes between 'artistic workmanship' and 'mere antiquity' (1.24.3). He even remarks on significant iconographic shifts in the history of representation-such as the introduction of female nudity in sculpture (9.35.6-7).
However, my point is that beside this highly developed language of aesthetics, style and historical evolution, is a discourse of ritual all too often suppressed in modern accounts of ancient art. As I suggested earlier, Pausanias is by no means a unique case in the religious art-appreciation of the Second Sophistic. In Philostratus' Life of Apollonius of Tyana, for instance, the statue at Olympia of the athlete Milo clasping a pomegranate is described and explained by the sage (V.A. 4.28). An art-historical formulation of the image (' the antique style of the sculpture') stands side by side with both local myths (' the stories told among the people of Olympia and Arcadia') and Apollonius' own explanation, relating the iconography to ritual details in which the pomegranate is revealed to be a fruit sacred to Hera and Milo to have been her priest. In the gymnasium not far from the market-place is dedicated a stone There is also in another place a sanctuary of Heracles. The whole of name Paidize; in the middle of the enclosure is the sanctuary, and in i carved by Laphaes the Phliasian. I will now describe the ritual at the f on coming to the Sicyonian land Phaestus found the people giving off a hero. Phaestus then refused to do anything of the kind, but insisted to a god. Even at the present day the Sicyonians, after slaying the lamb upon the altar, eat some of the meat as part of a victim given to a god, as to a hero...41
This combination of art-historical and ritual-centred discourses is echoed by
Here the theme of Heracles is introduced through a stone image by a famous name, the fourth-century B.C. sculptor Scopas (another of those responsible for the Mausoleum).42 However, although he opens in an art-historical vein, Pausanias moves by association to another sanctuary of Heracles, at Sicyon but 'in another place'. This also has a statue, which Pausanias describes by its age and medium as 'an old wooden figure', and by its artist, Laphaes the Phliasian. However, more interesting to him (or at least described at greater length) are the festival and rituals over which Laphaes' statue presides.
The rituals at the Paidize combine the kinds of offerings made to a god with those made to a hero.43 Pausanias' account is not simply a catalogue of mythological charters given for such practice, nor a random listing of liturgical oddities (such as the details of the sacrifice) for their own sake. The ritual combination of deity-and heroworship raises a theological question in material and performative terms. The myth gives two versions of Heracles-the hero whom the Sicyonians had venerated and the god whom Phaestus honoured. Contemporary ritual practice resolves the theological conflict about the status of Heracles by performing both kinds of worship. In doing so, it prompts a ritual-sensitive viewer like Pausanias to question the peculiarity of this particular version of Heracles at the Paidize.
Pausanias turns to the myth to understand the ritual and the deity in the sanctuary. Art and its liturgical context have a theological resonance far beyond their formal, material or stylistic implications. Beside the discourse of artists which relates so alluringly to post-Renaissance art-historical concerns is a liturgical and theological discourse of art far closer Theotokos or Christotoko history of discussion abou human) in one person. For to combine two normally difference between these the unity of it being one by the single statue which theologically linked. Beside this theological qua some sense defines the nat strange story of the sanc blood, but it is the statue itself; thi described as a 'fondness' or 'enjoymen Orthia and its origin among the Taur
In the ritual of flogging with its elision in the strange heaviness which overcom insufficient, we are offered some sense statues are not to be profaned-as th quarrelled at her altar attest. In this sen the goddess it represents. One is rem Lucian's Amores, a text perhaps writte or third century A.D. This Aphrodite possible, to be seen in her nudity from object of sexual desire to both a straig a youth does succumb to the forbidden eyes but physically, his attempt at love the statue and he is punished by suici The Artemis Orthia belongs to a wh images in Graeco-Roman religion." S magic belongs to myth-history, like th wood that lay on the altar advanced of or to personal experience.52 Pausanias h without fire following magical in Hierocaesareia and Hypaepa (5.27.5), an made to Mycalessian Demeter (9. 19.5 Here is shown the following marvel. Before autumn, and these remain fresh throughou Statues may be apotropaic, able to bin troubling the land.53 Take the case of A ghost, they say, carrying a rock was ravag bade them discover the remains of Actaeon a bronze likeness of the ghost and fasten it thus fastened. They also sacrifice to Actae The point I am trying to make here is that the range of ancient responses to art cannot be fully accommodated without giving serious consideration to the kinds of attitudes and sacredly charged images so vividly portrayed by our ancient sources and in particular by Pausanias. It is all too tempting to rely on antiquity's more philosophical and literary accounts, with their sophisticated plays on naturalism and enargeia, their polemical rhetoric and their moralizing agendas. Beside this literary world, in which art was really quite profoundly theorized (especially during the Second Sophistic) by the likes of the Philostrati, is a world of religious phenomenology, magic and initiation, in many ways more familiar from Byzantine and Medieval saints' lives than from the evolutionary art histories of naturalism reproduced by Pliny, Quintilian and Cicero.58
III. IMAGE AS RITUAL
A particular, in some ways extreme, form of the sacred phenom be glimpsed in those moments when Pausanias describes works became elements of ritual. Take the case of the offering of t (10.18.5):
The men of Orneae in Argos, when hard pressed in war by the Sicyonia if they should drive the host of the Sicyonians out of their native lan daily procession in his honour at Delphi, and sacrifice victims of a cert number. Well, they conquered the Sicyonians in battle. But finding the vow a great expense and a still greater trouble, they devised the trick bronze figures representing a sacrifice and a procession.
In one sense this is a nice story and, as Pausanias concedes, a cle ignores the fact that the Orneatai had to find a way out of the 54 On Aristides, see Lane Fox (n. 28), pp. 160-63 and Miller (n. 9), and healing, see Clerc (n. 14), pp. would not ruin them financially and wou representation, through creating mimetic their imitation was more than a mere gro It imitated not just particular figures and action. This is a different level of mimesi theory (from Plato onwards) since it imit set of relations, not just something mater from the Orneatai had an identity with t represent the sacrifice and procession t concerned-it was that sacrifice and proc to the kinds of identity between image One question constantly raised by these various ritual meanings and contexts for images is the relation of the representation to its prototype.61 In what sense is an image identical with the deity or activity it represents? The magical and theological properties of images, as well as the way the offering of the Orneatai could actually substitute as a ritual, hint at a much more dynamic interpenetration of image and referent, representation and prototype, than we usually allow for in discussions of mimesis. As in the ancient practice of iconoclasm and damnatio memoriae where on some level the destruction of the image is the destruction of the person condemned, so here more positively the worship or context of the image asserts the actual presence of its prototype.
On the complexity of the image-referent relationship, let us look briefly at Pausanias' discussion of the statue of Theagenes of Thasos (6.11.6-9).62 Theagenes was an extremely famous athlete who had won one thousand four hundred crowns (6.11.5). His story is introduced with the following anecdote (6.11.2-3):
In his ninth year they say, as he was going home from school, he was attracted by a bronze image of some god or other in the market-place; so he caught up the image, placed it on one of his shoulders and carried it home. The citizens were enraged with what he had done, but one of them, a respected man of adv carry the image from his hom famous for his strength, his
The supernatural strength with a statue.
This interplay of man and bronze-image continues after Theagenes' death with the following account (6.11.6):
When he departed this life, one of those who were his enemies while he lived came every night to the statue of Theagenes and flogged the bronze as though he were ill-treating Theagenes himself. The statue put an end to the outrage by falling on him, but the sons of the dead man prosecuted the statue for murder.63
The idea of Theagenes having quite 'departed this life' is undercut not only by his enemy's treatment of his image as though he were alive, but more supernaturally by the statue's own response in punishing the assailant. The statue is not only prosecuted but found guilty and punished with exile by being dropped into the sea.
However, when famine comes upon the Thasians, the Delphic oracle instructs them to receive back the exiles. This they do, interpreting the oracle to mean exiled people, but their action still fails to stop the famine. A second trip to Delphi yields the response (6.11.8): 'But you have forgotten your great Theagenes.' Pausanias continues (6.11.8-9):
And when they could not think of a contrivance to recover the statue of Theagenes, fishermen, they say, after putting out to sea for a catch of fish caught the statue in their net and brought it back to land. The Thasians set it up in its original position, and are wont to sacrifice to him as to a god. There are many other places that I know of, both among the Greeks and among barbarians, where images of Theagenes have been set up, who cures diseases and receives honours among the natives.
The dropping of the statue into the sea was an act of legal banishment. Yet even in exile, the image was present in the city (as its prototype was present in the image)-so much so that famine ravaged the land. On its return, the image was not simply restored to its place but treated very differently. Its journey into the sea and back had become a rite de passage beyond heroism into divinity. The private flogging of Theagenes by an enemy was replaced by public rituals of worship; the original attraction of Theagenes as a boy to a bronze statue of a god which had pointed to his unique strength as an athlete was mirrored in his identity with a bronze statue which marked his divinity. This divinity is proved by other images of Theagenes Pausanias knows which cure diseases.64 The god may be present not only in one image but (simultaneously) in many. Indeed this is one way in which his divine nature is marked. Likewise the ritual precision of Pausanias' description of Graecia religiosa is paralleled by the wealth of liturgical detail and precision highlighted in our most
